
July 10, 2024 OSSAA ClicknClear Webinar 
 

Link to the 8/10/24 webinar: 2024-07-10 12.36.16 OSSAA LVS webinar 

*Everyone on the zoom call experienced a glitch toward the end so David Walsh shared the Q&A 
below that had begun when the call ended. If, after watching the zoom, and after reading through 
the Q&A below you cannot find the answer to your question, please feel free to contact Alex 
Claussen (aclaussen@ossaa.com) at the OSSAA or David Walsh (david@clicknclear.com) with 
ClicknClear.  

Q&A: 

Do you offer a W9? 

We offer the appropriate international equivalent, the W8BENE. W9 is for US companies only. 

You are shown a link to download the form during the checkout process. 

Payments can be made direct via the website by credit card or invoice. 

 

If the arrangement is from our library, in the drop down box where do we put that we got it 
from? 

For physical libraries, enter the name of the retailer it was purchased from if you know it, if you do 
not know who the retailer was, enter 'High School Library'. 

 

When we enter Tresona / other files and it asks for the composer, does that mean our arranger, 
or the original composer? 

We are looking for the original composer(s). 

 

How long does the licensing last, one year? For multiple years? 

Licenses have a one year term from the date of purchase. 

 

If we host a contest and want to offer live streaming, what do we need to get in order to do 
that? 

I believe that the NFHS is working on a live streaming license to cover all High School events. 

ClicknClear does offer non-commercial live stream event licenses to organizations for $75 for one 
event lasting up to 3 days (one country), or $250 for an unlimited number of events during one year 
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from the date of purchase of the license (one country).  You'd need to contact us about this directly, 
these licenses are not available pre-cleared on our website. 

 

Do we need a synchronization license in order to record our contest and put it on a format (for 
example YouTube) for people to click on and watch in the future? 

YouTube is USER generated content site, for individuals rather than organizations, and is not the 
right place to build a video archive. Vimeo is a better bet as it doesn't impose its own music 
licensing deals, you are responsible for securing your own (which have available). 

Live-stream is a non-interactive 'transmission' of a live event and doesn't need a specific 
synchronization license.  

Video-on-Demand is an interactive archive of stored videos and the music content does need a 
synchronization license.  ClicknClear is able to provide such licenses. 

 

By using ClicknClear for a custom arrangement that I might do for my group, does ClicknClear 
have any rights to sell or allow others to use my arrangement? 

No, we do not sell / allow others to use your arrangement. 

If you want to talk to us about a commercial deal for us to offer your arrangements for sale, we'd be 
happy to discuss it. But we wouldn't do it without an explicit agreement in place with you. 

 


